
Ideal for home activities, as well as for professional use in different areas. The Levenhuk Zeno Vizor 

series includes head and neck magnifiers, as well as magnifying glasses. All Levenhuk Zeno Vizor 

magnifiers feature built-in illumination and lenses made of high-quality optical plastic. The magnifiers 

come in stylish brand packaging boxes.

Levenhuk Zeno Vizor
Magnifiers
Convenient magnifiers for high-precision work 
and hobby

built-in illuminators

illumination

get required magnification

everything is ready for work

additional lenses

batteries included

head magnifiers

magnifying glasses

neck magnifiers



#69669#69668
Zeno Vizor H2 Zeno Vizor H3 

Portable magnifier with head fastening. 
In addition to the main lens, the magnifier 
features folding and swivel lenses. 
Illumination — incandescent lamps.

Zeno Vizor H1 
#69670

Lens diameter
Inset lens diameter

Magnification
Optics material

Body material
Illumination

Power supply
Batteries in the kit

Package weight
Package size

Zeno Vizor H1 Zeno Vizor H2 Zeno Vizor H3

87x30mm (2 pcs.)
28mm
1.5/3/6.5/8x
optical plastic
plastic
incandescent lamp
4 ААА batteries
no
9.2oz (262g)
7.9x7.1x2.8in 
(200x180x70mm)

2 incandescent lamps

2 additional lenses

2 LEDs

2 additional lenses batteries

Portable magnifier with head fastening. 
In addition to the main lens, the magnifier 
features folding and swivel lenses. Illumination — 
LED lights with adjustable angle of inclination. 

Portable magnifier with head fastening. 
The kit includes 4 interchangeable lenses that 
can be combined in pairs. Illumination — 
LED lights with adjustable angle of inclination.

#69668 #69669 #69670

87x30mm (2 pcs.)
28mm
1.5/3/6.5/8x
optical plastic
plastic
LED
2 ААА batteries
no
10.0oz (282g)
10.5x8.0x2.5in 
(267x204x64mm)

100x45mm (4 pcs.)
-
1.2/1.8/2.5/3.5x
optical plastic
plastic
LED
2 ААА batteries
yes
18.3oz (520g)
11.6x8.6x2.5in 
(294x218x64mm)

The kit includes:
Zeno Vizor H1 and H2: magnifier with the main lens, 
2 additional lenses (pre-installed), and user manual
Zeno Vizor H3: magnifier, 4 interchangeable lenses, 
batteries, and user manual

Universal head magnifiers for work and hobby

Convenient head fasteners with adjustable length

Leave both hands free

Additional lenses included

The ability to combine lenses allows for variable magnification

Bright built-in illumination

Lightweight body made of plastic

Lenses made of high-quality optical plastic

Features

Head magnifiers
Levenhuk Zeno Vizor H 
Comfortable to use and functional, Levenhuk Zeno 

Vizor H head magnifiers are ideal tools for high-

precision work and hobby. These magnifiers are 

fixed on the head with adjustable fasteners, 

leaving your hands free for work. Bright built-in 

illumination provides uniform lighting. Additional 

lenses allow you to choose the most suitable 

magnification level for each specific task.

2 LEDs

4 interchangeable lenses



Lens diameter
Magnification

Optics material
Body material

Illumination
Power supply

Batteries in the kit
Package weight

Package size

Zeno Vizor G1 Zeno Vizor G2 Zeno Vizor G3

15mm
20x
optical plastic
plastic (lens frame), 
metal (eyeglass temples)
LED
2 CR1620 batteries
yes
2.1oz (58g)
6.1x2.0x2.0in
(155x50x50mm)

#69671 #69672 #69673

15mm (2 pcs.)
20x
optical plastic
plastic (lens frame), 
metal (eyeglass temples)
LED
4 CR1620 batteries
yes
2.8oz (78g)
6.9x2.0x2.0in 
(175x50x50mm)

84x28mm (5 pcs.)
1/1.5/2/2.5/3.5x
optical plastic
plastic

LED
3 LR1130 batteries
yes
10.1oz (286g)
8.9x6.9x1.9in 
(225x175x47mm)

The kit includes:
Zeno Vizor G1 and G2: magnifying glasses, batteries, and user manual
Zeno Vizor G3: magnifying glasses, 5 interchangeable lenses, 
headband, batteries, and user manual

Magnifying Glasses
Levenhuk Zeno Vizor G
Zeno Vizor G Magnifying Glasses have convenient 

temples and are worn as regular glasses, leaving your 

hands free for work. These magnifying glasses are 

essential for those whose work requires high-precision 

results. Bright LED illumination provides uniform 

lighting. Batteries are included.

Universal magnifying glasses for work and hobby

Convenient attachment to the eyeglass frame

Leave both hands free

Bright built-in LED illumination

Lightweight body made of plastic

Lenses made of high-quality optical plastic

Features

#69672#69671
Zeno Vizor G2 Zeno Vizor G3 

Monocular magnifier with 20x magnification. 
The lens can be moved left-right on the rim 
(relative to the right eye). The model features 
LED illumination with adjustable angle.

Zeno Vizor G1 
#69673

1 LED light 

2 LED lights

5 interchangeable lenses batteries 

Binocular magnifier with 20x magnification. 
The lenses can be moved left-right on the rim 
(relative to the right and left eye). The model 
features LED illumination with adjustable angle.

Functional magnifier with 5 interchangeable 
lenses. The model features LED illumination 
with adjustable angle. Comes with additional 
headband that can replace eyeglass frame.

batteries 2 LED light batteries 



The kit includes:
Zeno Vizor N1: magnifier with neck strap, pouch, batteries, 
and user manual
Zeno Vizor N2: magnifier with neck strap and desktop stand, 
user manual

Neck Magnifiers
Levenhuk Zeno Vizor N
Zeno Vizor N Neck Magnifiers are classic magnifiers 

for reading and working with small images and objects. 

Both models are equipped with the main and inset 

lenses. Bright LED illumination provides uniform 

lighting. Magnifiers have thin neck straps.

Portable bifocal magnifiers for work and hobby

Ideal for reading in any light conditions

Bright built-in LED illumination

Lightweight body made of plastic

Lenses made of high-quality optical plastic

Features

#69675#69674
Zeno Vizor N2 

Pocket magnifier with a handle and a neck strap that provides 4x and 10x 
magnifications. The magnifier uses one bright LED light for illumination. 
The kit includes a neck strap and a pouch for storage.

Zeno Vizor N1 

1 LED light 

Convenient magnifier with a large working surface and two 
magnifications of 2.5 and 5 times. The magnifier features bright 
LED illumination. Comes with a neck strap and a desktop stand.

batteries2 lenses 2 LED lights 2 lenses

Lens diameter
Inset lens diameter

Magnification
Inset lens magnification

Optics material
Body material

Illumination
Power supply

Batteries in the kit
Package weight

Package size

Zeno Vizor N1 Zeno Vizor N2

46mm
12mm
4x
10x
optical plastic
plastic
LED
2 CR1620 batteries
yes
1.4oz (40g)
3.9x2.8x0.6in 
(100x72x15mm)

#69674 #69675

100mm
25mm
2.5x
5x
optical plastic
plastic
LED
3 ААА batteries
no
8.0oz (226g)
9.5x5.5x1.0in 
(242x140x25mm)
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